Abstract. We determine the state complexities of three families of codes that generalise the Reed{Muller codes. Our approach would seem to be new and in particular would seem to provide simpli ed proofs of known results on trellises for Reed{Muller codes. One of the families is new and its classical code parameters, which compare well with those of the other codes considered, are given. We conclude with a comparison of the asymptotic performance of the codes' parameters.
1. Introduction 1.1. Background. The state complexity (SC) of a code provides a measure of the complexity of the Viterbi decoding algorithm for that code. (We consider linear block codes only.) As such, it is often regarded as the fourth code parameter (the three classical parameters being the length, dimension and minimum distance of the code). Unlike the other three parameters it is dependent on the bit{ordering of the code|i.e. equivalent codes can have di erent SCs.
It is well{known that cyclic (here we include shortened cyclic and extended cyclic) codes have worst possible SC, 7] , reaching an upper{bound given by Wolf, 12] . There has been considerable work on nding the SCs of short (lengths of up to about 128) BCH{codes under various (non{cyclic) bit{orderings. However, it seems that the only long codes for which SCs under non{cyclic bit{orderings have been considered are the family of binary Reed{Muller (RM{)codes.
In fact, since Forney's de ning work, 5] , in which the SC of a 4{section uniform trellis of a RM{code is determined, there has been considerable interest in the SCs of RM{codes. Most notably, it has been shown that the standard bit{ordering of an RM{code is always optimum with respect to its SC, 6] , and the SC under this bit{ordering has been determined, 1].
Here we determine and compare the SCs of three distinct families of (not necessarily binary) codes, each of which contains the RM{codes as a special case.
We show that one of these families of codes can be considered as generalising the RM{codes with respect to SC|a family of codes de ned a long time before SCs were rst considered but of little interest otherwise. We believe our consideration of the SCs of these codes gives a simpli ed approach to the determination of the SCs (and other trellis characteristics) of RM{codes. 1.2. State complexities. In 12] the Viterbi decoding algorithm was applied to block codes. The algorithm takes place along a trellis for a code. A trellis is a directed graph whose vertices are placed at depths. A trellis for a length n code has n + 1 depths, usually labelled from 0 to n, but here labelled from ?1 to n ? 1. The initial and nal depth each have only one vertex. Paths through the trellis, passing through a single vertex at each depth, are in one{to{one correspondence with the codewords. It is advantageous for Viterbi decoding that many paths pass through each vertex and hence that there are as few vertices as possible at each depth. A code has a trellis which simultaneously minimises the number of vertices at each depth, called its minimal trellis (e. g. 8]). We consider only minimal trellises.
The set of vertices at each depth of a (minimal) trellis forms a vector space.
For a length n code C, we write s i (C) for the dimension of the vertex space at depth i (where ?1 i n ? 1). The state complexity (SC) of C is given by s(C) = max ?1 i n?1 fs i (C)g:
In 11] the SC of a code was described as a`fundamental descriptive characteristic, comparable to the length, size and minimum distance'. A list of more recent publications in which SC plays a central role is given in 10]. It is well{known that the state complexity of a code and its dual are equal|in fact the dimensions of their vertex spaces at each depth are equal, 5].
1.3. Outline. In Section 2 we consider a family of binary codes de ned by Berman in 2]. These codes have de ning parameters p, r and m, where p is an odd prime, m and r integers with m 1 and 0 r m ? 1|we denote such a code B(p; r; m). Berman used these codes to demonstrate the existence of semisimple abelian codes with better asymptotic performance than any semisimple cyclic codes. Towards this end, he determined their classical code parameters. We show how these codes together with their duals can be considered as a generalisation of RM{codes (RM{codes are the case p = 2 and so do not, strictly speaking, belong to the family of B{codes and their duals). We determine the minimum distance of the dual codes. We also determine the SC of the dual codes and hence the SC of the`Berman codes'. This SC is greater than might have been expected. We summarise the code parameters in Section 5 and in Section 6 we compare the asymptotic performances of the parameters. are semisimple cyclic codes. Of course to say that an ideal is a code is to identify a polynomial in the ideal with the codeword of coe cients of monomials in the polynomial (zero coe cients included). Thus Berman codes are binary codes of length p m . Certainly when considering SC, we need a de nite bit{ordering for our code. We take the bit{ordering inherited from the lexicographical ordering of monomials (with X 1 < : : : < X m ) in R p;m . We x m and for 1 j m we put P p (X j ) = 1 + X j + X 2 j + + X p?1 j and Q p (X j ) = X j + X 2 j + + X p?1 j :
Berman codes
For 0 r m ? 1 we put G(p; r; m) equal to the set of polynomials in R p;m of the form (Q p (X j1 ) Q p (X js )) ? P p (X js+1 ) P p (X jm ) ; for some 0 s r and arrangement, (j 1 ; : : : ; j n ), of (1; : : : ; n). Berman The parameters of B{ and B ? {codes are in Table 1 of Section 5.
Dwork{Heller codes
Let n be an integer, n 1, M q;n;m the set of monomials in GF(q) X 1 ; : : : ; X m ] (X n 1 ? 1; : : : ; X n m ? 1) and R q;n;m = hM q;n;m i, the linear span of M q;n;m . For M 2 M q;n;m , we set P M = X MjM 0 ;M 0 2Mq;n;m M 0 :
If D q;n;m is the set of all such polynomials, then jD q;n;m j = n m and hD q;n;m i = R q;n;m . For 0 r m ? 1, put H q;n;m = hM 2 M q;n;m : M is divisible by at most r variablesi:
Each polynomial in H q (n; r; m) is a linear combination of elements of D q (n; m). The coe cients of each such linear combinations (somehow ordered) are the codewords of DH q (n; r; m). Thus DH q (n; r; m) is a code of length n m over GF(q).
For example H 2 (3; 0; 2) = f0; 1g. Now 1 = P 1 + P X1 + P X2 + P X1X2 , so DH q (3; 0; 2) is f(000000000); (110110000)g (not the repetition code we would want).
These codes were de ned in 4], where it was shown that DH q (n; r; m), has dimension K 1 (n; r; m) and minimum distance 2 m?r , and stated that DH 2 (2; r; m) = RM(r; m). We note that for p an odd prime, DH 2 (p; r; m) has the same number of codewords as B ? (p; r; m) but inferior minimum distance by Proposition 2.1, and that DH 2 (p; r; m) has the same minimum distance as B(p; m ? r ? 1; m), but fewer codewords.
3.1. Local behaviour of trellis complexities. To consider the SC of DH{ codes we need a bit{ordering. Since DH q (n; m) is a length n m code we label our bit positions from 0 to n m ? 1 and our trellis depths from ?1 to n m ? 1 RM{codes this ordering is the standard bit{ordering. For 0 a n ? 1 we write jij a for the number of the a j in the n{expansion of i equal to a. The following result gives a comprehensive local description of the behaviour of the state (or any of the other usual types of trellis) complexity, which as far as we know was previously unknown for RM{codes. RM{codes) , in which case we get the recurrence relation s i (DH q (n; r; m)) = s i?n j?1 (DH q (n; r ? 1; m ? 2)) + s n j?1 ?1 (DH q (n; r; m)) ; or 2. there is a j, 1 j m and an a, 2 a n ? 1, such that an j?1 i (a + 1)n j?1 ? 1, in which case we get the recurrence relation s i (DH q (n; r; m)) = s i?an j?1 (DH q (n; r ? 1; m ? 1)) + s an j?1 ?1 (DH q (n; r; m)) : ( We note that calculating the second terms in the right{hand sides of the recurrence relations is straightforward from Lemma 3. is always a PofF (and so cannot be a depth at which SC is attained), either 1. there is an l, 1 l m ? 1, such that u(l) i u(l) + n l?1 , in which case s i (DH q (n; r; m)) ? s u(l)?1 (DH q (n; r; m)) = s i?v(l) (DH q (n; r ? 1; m ? 2)) ? s u(l)?v(l)?1 (DH q (n; r ? 1; m ? 2)); or 2. there is an l, 1 l m ? 1, and an a, 2 a n ? 1, such that u(l; a) ):
Its value is S 1 (n; r; m).
Thus DH{codes can be considered to generalise RM{codes with respect to state complexity.
Again the parameters of DH{codes are in Table 1 and for 0 r m ? 1 we put I q (n; r; m) equal to the linear span of all monomials divisible by at least r + 1 variables. Then again each polynomial in I q (n; r; m) is a linear combination of elements of E q (n; m) and the codewords of the code which we denote C q (n; r; m), are the coe cients of such linear combinations. Proposition 4.1. C q (n; r; m) is an n m ; K 2 (n; r; m); 2 r+1 ] code. Thus C{codes are de ned as often as DH{codes but have classical code parameters comparable to the superior, but less often de ned, B{codes. For q = n = 2 we again get the RM{codes, but here C 2 (2; r; m) = RM(m ? r ? 1; m), the dual of RM(r; m).
4. 1, s i (C q (n; r; m)) = s n m ?2?i (C q (n; r; m)) ; a property of RM{codes not shared in general by DH{codes, as noted in the previous section.
Thus for C{codes, as for RM{codes, we do not need to nd recurrence relations for (n?1)n m?1 i n m ?1 (the vertex dimensions for these depths being deducible from those for ?1 i n m?1 ? 2). We do need to divide all other i 1 into two sets though.
For 1 i (n ? 1)n m?1 ? 1 either, 1. there is a j, 1 j m, and an a, 1 a n ? 2, such that an j?1 i (a + 1)n j?1 ? 1, in which case s i (C q (n; r; m)) = s i?an j?1 (C q (n; r ? 1; m ? 1)) + s an j?1 ?1 (C q (n; r; m)) ; or 2. there is a j, 1 j m ? 1, such that (n ? 1)n j?1 i n j ? 1 (this being the only case for RM{codes), in which case s i (C q (n; r; m)) = s i?(n?1)n j?1 (C q (n; r ? 1; m ? 2)) + s (n?1)n j?1 ?1 (C q (n; r; m)) :
(Again the second terms on the right{hand side of these recurrences can be easily calculated from Lemma 4. Its value is S 1 (n; r; m).
For n 3, the state complexity of C q (n; r; m) is attained at all depths with n{expansion (a 1 ; : : : ; a m ), where 1 a 1 ; : : : ; a m n ? 2. Its value is S 2 (n; r; m).
The parameters of C{codes are in Table 1 of Section 5.
Code Parameters
The parameters of the codes discussed are summarised in DH q; n; r GF(q) K 1 (n; r; m) 2 m?r S 1 (n; r; m) C q; n; r GF(q) K 2 (n; r; m) For convenience we introduce the following notation, DH q (n; m) = DH q (n; b mc; m) C q (n; m) = C q (n; m ? b mc ? 1; m) K 1 (n; m) = K 1 (n; b mc; m) K 2 (n; m) = K 2 (n; m ? b mc ? 1; m) R 1 (n; m) = K 1 (n; m)=q m R 2 (n; m) = K 2 (n; m)=q m :
Thus DH q (n; m) and C q (n; m) both have minimum distance 2 m?b mc .
We also put R i (n; 1) = lim m!1 R i (n; m) for i = 1; 2.
Proposition 6.1. With the above notation, we have R 1 (n; 1) = 0 for 0 < < (n ? 1)=n 1 for (n ? 1)=n < < 1 and R 2 (n; 1) = 0 for 0 < < 1=n 1 for 1=n < < 1:
Thus for 1=n < < (n ? 1)=n, C q (n; m) has asymptotic rate 1 whereas DH q (n; m) has asymptotic rate 0.
Conjecture 6.2. Both R (n?1)=n 1 (n; 1) and R 1=n 2 (n; 1) are equal to 1=2.
In fact, for n 3, we can also distinguish between the asymptotic performance of K 1 (n; m) and K 2 (n; m) for 0 < < 1=n using a log n m comparison similar to Equation (6.1). Explicitly, using the entropy function H n ( ) = log n (n ? 1) ? log n ? (1 ? ) log n (1 ? ), we have Thus neither of these provides a substantial comparison of the asymptotic performance of the SCs and so we look at the more subtle log n m comparison, used above. Thus the log n m comparison fails to distinguish between the asymptotic performances of the SCs of DH 2 (p; r; m) and the superior B ? (p; r; m). Writing S 1 (n; m) and S 2 (n; m) for the SCs of DH q (n; m) and C q (n; m) respectively, we have log n S 2 (n; m) m = H n (1 ? ): Thus for n 3, DH q (n; m) has asymptotically lower SC for < 1=2 but the superior C q (n; m) has asymptotically lower SC for > 1=2.
